
Critical Thinking/ Logic Games to Play with Family Members 

Hink Pinks 
Hink pinks are word puzzles that use two-word clues to lead to a rhyming solution. Students are improving their 
vocabulary and increasing their linguistic flexibility when they solve hink pinks and use critical thinking and creativity. 
They can solve these hink pinks and then try their hand at creating more.  You can text your friends to challenge them to 
solve your hink pinks. (If the solution is two syllables, it is a hinky pinky. Three syllables, it becomes a hinkity pinkity.)  
You can find more hink pinks at these sites. 

HINK PINKS 

Clue:  tight carpet   Solution: snug rug 
Clue: simple locomotive   Solution: plain train 
Clue: empty seat   Solution:  bare chair 
Clue: steak stealer   Solution: beef thief 
Clue: amusing roll   Solution:  fun bun 
Clue: sugary paws   Solution:  sweet feet 
Clue:  complimentary oak  Solution: free tree 
Clue:  obese feline   Solution:  fat cat 
Clue:  tardy spouse   Solution:  late mate 
Clue: Chief of police   Solution:  top cop 
Clue: an impolite man   Solution:  rude dude 
Clue: sweet potato preserves  Solution:  yam jam 
Clue: a fat sandwich   Solution: chub sub 

HINKY PINKY 

Clue: fake horse    Solution: phony pony 
Clue: sea cream    Solution: ocean lotion 
Clue: humorous cash   Solution: funny money 
Clue: a better café   Solution: finer diner 
Clue:  fuzzy fruit   Solution:  hairy berry 
Clue: Dehydrated soup   Solution: chowder powder 

HINKETY PINKETY 

Clue: two drums talking    Solution: percussion discussion 
Clue: recall the last month of the year       Solution: remember December 
Clue: a game of chance involving fired clay        Solution:  lottery pottery 

 Tic Tac Toe 

1. Your Choice 

Take turns as you usually do. On your turn you may put down either X or an O, and you can change your mind from turn 
to turn. So can your opponent. The winner is the one who finishes and row, column, or diagonal of all X's and all O's. 

2. Last One Wins 

The X's and o's don't matter so much in this game. The rule for play is this: On your turn, mark as many spaces as you 
like that are empty, as long as the ones you mark are all in the same row or column (not diagonal). Whoever fills in the 
last space is the winner. 

 



3. Number 

You don't use X's or o's for this version; you use the #1 to 9. Each number may be used only once in a game. Take turns 
writing a number in a space. The idea is to be the one to get the numbers in any row, column or diagonal to add up to 
15. 

4. Tic Tac Toe for a Crowd 

This game works well for 3 to 6 people. You need a giant Tic Tac Toe board to play on, one that has at least 10-by-10 
instead of 3-by-3. Each of you choose a different letter or mark or color crayon to sue. The idea is the same as tic-tac-toe 
except that instead of winning with three in a row, the winner has to get 4 in a row. 

On Which Day of the Week Were You Born? 

1. Write the last two digits of the year you were born. Call this number A. 

2. Divide that number A by 4 and drop the remainder if there is one. This answer without the remainder is B. 

3. Find the number for the month in which you were born in the Table of Months. Call this number C. 

4. On which date of the month were you born? Call this number D. 

5. Add A+B+C+D 

6. Divide the sum you got in step 5 by the number 7. What is the remainder? Find this Remainder in the Table of Days. 
That tells you on which day of the week you were born. 

Table of Months 

January 1  (0 in a leap year) 
February 4 (3 in a leap year) 
March 
April  4 
May  2 
June July 5 
August 3 
September 6 
October 1 
November 4 
December 6 
 

Table of Day  

Sunday  1 
Monday 2 
Tuesday 3 
Wednesday 4 
Thursday 5 
Friday  6 
Saturday 7 


